Roughening a hydrophobic surface enhances its non-wetting properties into superhydrophobicity. For liquids other than water, roughness can induce a complete roll-up of a droplet. However, topographic effects can also enhance partial wetting by a given liquid into complete wetting to create super-wetting. In this work, a model system of spreading droplets of a non-volatile liquid on surfaces having lithographically produced pillars is used to show that super-wetting also modifies the dynamics of spreading. The edge speed-dynamic contact angle relation is shown to obey a simple power-law and such power laws are shown to apply to naturally occurring surfaces.
ink-jet printing to DNA technologies. Understanding how droplets sit on solid surfaces and how they spread out to form films is relevant to problems as diverse as ring-stain formation due to the drying of spilt drops of coffee 1 to microfluidics 2 . However, solid surfaces are rarely smooth and flat, but are usually rough or have undulations, pores or other surface structure. In recent years, the effect of surface topography on wetting has become the focus of much interest since the demonstration in 1996 by Onda et al 3 of a hydrophobic fractal-like surface. Since then, these super-hydrophobic surfaces have been constructed in a wide variety of ways, from lithographic fabrication 4 to transformation of simple plastics 5 . Superhydrophobic surfaces have a range of interesting properties from droplet impact with a time of contact independent of speed 6 and to drops rolling down these surfaces under capillary forces at a speed faster than a solid sphere would roll under gravity 7 . In nature, some plants, such as Nelumbo nucifera (L.) Druce, structure the surface of their leaves so that their chemical hydrophobicity is enhanced into super-hydrophobicity 8 and, in the Namibian desert, a beetle, Stencora sp., controls the topography of its back surface together with regions of chemical hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity to collect drinking water from fog-laden wind. 9 Super-hydrophobic principles also apply to other liquids whose equilibrium contact angles can also be enhanced by surface roughness or texture. While the topographic enhancement of contact angles to create non-wetting surfaces has been extensively studied, the opposite effect of topography induced reduction in droplet contact angles and increases in the rate of droplet spreading to create super-wetting and super-spreading effects has not been so extensively studied.
For a droplet, hydrophobicity and wetting is governed by the balance of forces at the contact line arising from the three interfacial tensions, γ SV , γ SL and γ LV , occurring at the solidvapor, solid-liquid and liquid-vapor interfaces, respectively. Projecting the liquid-vapor force horizontally using the contact angle θ and establishing a horizontal force balance gives
where θ e s is the equilibrium contact angle. An alternative view to balancing forces is to consider the interfacial tensions as surface energies per unit area of the interface. In this approach the effect of increasing the area covered by the contact line by a small amount, ∆A, is to replace the solid-vapor interface by a solid-liquid interface and so change the surface free energy by (γ SL -γ SV )∆A. In addition, the movement of the liquid creates an additional liquid surface area of ∆Acosθ resulting in a surface free energy increase of γ LV ∆Acosθ . 10 If the surface free energy is to be at a minimum then the overall change in surface free energy must vanish and this gives Young's Law for the equilibrium contact angle (Eq. (1)).
Roughness, or topographic structuring, of the surface modifies this argument because the solid surface has a larger area, r∆A, than the horizontal projection of the area, where r is a roughness factor and is greater than one. Whilst the roughness alters the surface free energy change at the solid interface, it does not alter the liquid-vapor contribution. In energetic terms, the overall effect of topography is to result in an equilibrium contact angle on a rough 
The derivation leading to this equation ignores any topography induced modification to the logarithmic cut-off term occurring in the viscous dissipation. 10 It is also known that a prewetting film can spread ahead of the macroscopic droplet and the thickness of this film, whether the drop effectively spreads on a composite solid-liquid surface and the effect of any slippage have not been included. Nonetheless, eq. (4) provides a first approximation of how dynamic wetting may be modified by surface topography. For complete wetting (θ e s =0 o ), the effect of roughness is predicted to produce a transition from a cubic law to a linear law 16 and the spreading of the droplet to become determined by the topography. We emphasise here that the topography changes the surface free energies involved in droplet spreading and so the predicted effects are not simply about a film of liquid spreading within the channels defined by the topography.
To test the prediction for topography induced super-wetting we created multiple sets of surfaces structured with circular pillars of diameter 15 µm arranged in a square lattice with a 30 µm lattice parameter across an area of size 1 cm × 1 cm. The heights of the pillars were increased systematically until a maximum height of 70 µm, equal to an aspect ratio greater than four, was achieved; above this height maintaining vertical side walls for the pillars became difficult. These surfaces were fabricated by patterning a layer of SU-8 photoresist (Fig. 1 (3)). We also investigated the wetting and non-wetting properties of these surfaces for a range of liquids by measuring the equilibrium contact angles using small droplets whose volume (∼1 µl) could be entirely accommodated within the texture of the surfaces. We 18 , but these studies mainly involved data for low contact angles and the film spreading stage. In their work, contact area was measured rather than drop profile. The technique used to produce the abraded surfaces would also have resulted in a constant roughness factor, whereas in our case the roughness factor is varied systematically in a highly controlled manner.
When the volume of a spreading droplet is constant the edge speed can be converted into a rate of change of the angle. For a spherical cap shaped droplet, the edge speed-dynamic contact angle relation for a rough or textured surface becomes, 0.614 for the experiment on the textured surface corresponding to the data in Fig. 2 . The percentage change in drop volume is also shown (lower curve and right-hand axis). A log-log plot of the edge speed-dynamic contact angle relationship for a polydimethylsiloxane droplet on a surface with 15 µm diameter pillars of height 45 µm and lattice parameter 30 µm (××× symbols); the slope of this data during the initial spreading (p=1.296) is also shown. The upper solid curve with a slope of p=3 is data for a smooth surface (shifted upwards by 0.5 for clarity). Our measurements support the idea that a super-hydrophobic surface can also act as a super-wetting surface. Moreover, complete wetting liquids spread on these surfaces at a greater speed than on flat surfaces and their dynamics follow a simple power law behavior.
This modification of complete wetting and spreading has significance for processes such as inking, where enhanced spreading is desired, and in coating processes were the maximum coating speed is determined by the dynamic contact angle reaching 180 o . In addition, current attempts to create super-hydrophobic self-cleaning surfaces (e.g. for use in automobile windows) may suffer as a result of the surface roughness/structuring causing difficulty in removing films of oil. Finally, in nature the surface topography used by some plants (and beetles), to achieve water-repellent and self-cleaning surfaces may lead to a greater susceptibility to man-made environmental contamination.
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